TV Everywhere

part of the Orange group

Your needs
Give your viewers a true any-screen
experience
Grow your audience and reach new markets through Internet
delivery - local, regional or international.

Increase your revenue
Get the most out of your precious assets by making your content
work for you with monetisation tools.

Explore new business opportunities
Test a new territory, new content or a new business model with
Globecast TV Everywhere solutions.

Why Globecast
Experience and stability
Globecast is part of the Orange group and has a strong reputation
for reliability in the broadcast industry. We are committed to
delivering complete solutions for your business needs.

OTT made simple
Give us your content once and we deliver it to any screen anywhere
in the world. Our end-to-end or modular solutions are customisable
to meet your requirements as your business grows.

Flexibility and scalability
Globecast commits to delivering solutions that are cost-effective
and designed to adapt to ever changing viewer behaviours.

A strong network of partners
We work closely with a selected network of partners, from content
and subscribers management to CDNs, to offer the best solutions for
our customers.

Turnkey or tailor-made
We have all the tools necessary to launch and operate a
successful OTT service for live and on-demand content. Our
solutions are modular so you can use as little or as much
as you need and review this as your business grows.

Turnkey solutions
Globecast can provide a complete end-to-end TV Everywhere
solution to get you up and running quickly and cost-effectively. It
has everything you need, including content preparation, content
management, monetisation and multi-platform delivery.

Tailor-made solutions
Our team of OTT experts work closely with you and partners to
define your requirements and develop a solution that fits your exact
needs. They work with you to ensure seamless integration of our
solutions into any existing infrastructure.

Modular solutions for
live and on-demand
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Transcoding
& packaging
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Catch-up TV
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Publishing

CDN handover
& platforms
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Content protection

Ad insertion
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Monetisation
Boost your revenue with monetisation solutions that meet your
business model and objectives

Advertising on any
device with ad server
integration

Advertising

Offers and
subscribers
management

Package creation
(Live channels, events, VOD,
catch up and sVOD)

Payment
solutions

Analytics

Payment solutions for all
business models (pay tv,
bouquets, sVOD, TVOD)

Usage analytics,
conversion rate and QoE
indicators

Streaming solutions for events
Sports, news and corporate events
Whatever your content, we deliver it to any device, in any flavor.
Reach your end users directly or via video platforms through our
CDN partners.

Live streaming, Web TV or 2nd screen
Major events require innovative and flexible solutions. Our content
distribution platform helps you strengthen your offering by providing
alternative content to your rights holders or targeted audience for
use on different platforms.

An end-to-end solution
Globecast is an established
broadcast provider managing
and delivering video from major
events to broadcasters around
the world. Now we can deliver
them OTT. We already have the
infrastructure, network and team of
experts to gain access to the feeds
and make it happen.
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